The relationship between epileptiform discharges and background activity in the visual analysis of electroencephalographic examinations in dogs with seizures of different etiologies.
Electroencephalographic (EEG) recordings in 125 outpatient dogs with various epileptiform encephalopathies were acquired under medetomidine sedation using subdermal wire electrodes. The features of canine EEG (background activity [BGA] and epileptiform discharges [EDs]) were assessed, described and compared. The dogs included neurologically healthy controls (N, n = 19), dogs with portosystemic shunt (PSS, n = 9), dogs with intracranial pathologies (IP, n = 27) and dogs with idiopathic epilepsy (IE, n = 70). A visual EEG analysis revealed significantly more pronounced high voltage, low-frequency BGA in the PSS and IP groups in comparison to the N and IE groups (PSS vs. N, PSS vs. IE P <0.0001; IP vs. N, IP vs. IE P = 0.043). At least one ED in the recording was found in 47.37% (n = 9/19) of the individuals in the N group, 88.9% (n = 8/9) of the dogs in the PSS group, 77.78% (n = 21/27) of the dogs in the IP group and 61.43% (n = 43/70) of the dogs in the IE group. The presence of bilateral symmetric triphasic (BST) waves was significantly higher in the PSS group than in the remaining groups. There was a strong prevalence of spike-waves in dogs with idiopathic epilepsy and of BST waves in dogs with portosystemic shunt. None of the dogs in group N had spike-waves or BST activity. EDs were observed more frequently in high and very high voltage, low frequency BGA than in low voltage, high frequency BGA.